Do-It-Yourself!
Create Your Own
Economical, Removable
ZPrinter Build Plate

If you’ve ever had a large and/or fragile model that you’ve tried to remove from a ZPrinter
after printing, you certainly know the challenges of successfully removing the model
without damaging it. Fixtures can be a big help in preventing potential damage to your
part and are also great for transporting your part. But wouldn’t it be nice to have a
removable build plate to help support your model for easy removal and transport?
If you currently own a ZPrinter 160 or 260, you already have the luxury of having a
removal build plate – a feature that you should take full advantage of when necessary.
However, what if you own a 360, 460 or 660 ZPrinter? How about creating your own
removable ZPrinter build plate? It’s quick, simple and very economical!

This do-it-yourself procedure will apply to the ZPrinter 660. However, this same
procedure applies equally to both the ZPrinter 360 and 460. The only difference will be
the size of the build plate that you decide on.
One great solution is to use common peg board (tempered perforated hardboard) to
accomplish this goal.

Our peg board shown above is cut to 10” x 15”. Its open-hole matrix allows for powder
to drain free from your printed part.

Peg board is very accessible, and can be purchased from most home improvement or
hardware stores. It is light weight, very supportive, oven friendly (up to ~160 Deg F),
very economical and it’s even used daily by our Noble 3D Print Services Team.
We purchased our pegboard at Lowe’s home improvement warehouse. It is sold in
convenient 2’ x 4’ x 3/16” sheets. Each sheet cost a reasonable $6.97 USD at time of
purchase (Lowe’s Item # 7060 Model # 7060).

2’ x 4’ x 3/16” sheets

Tom was kind enough to help us cut the peg board down to size. We chose 10” x 15” as
our preferred size for the 660 removable build plates. This particular size will allow us
enough room to better take hold of the board when removing it from atop the original 660
build plate when our build is complete. In all, Tom was able to provide us six, 10” x 15”
plates for our use. A very reasonable $1.16 each! Obviously, we would require a much
smaller size if we were targeting the 360 or 460 ZPrinters.
Using the removable plate is simple. Simply prep the build chamber as usual.

Place your new removable build plate in the center of (in this case) the 660 build plate,
as shown below.

Lower the build plate an additional 3/16” (do not lower more than ¼”).

3/16”

Be sure to lower the build plate to achieve the appropriate clearance.
Failure to do so can cause the gantry to collide with the
removable plate and damage the gantry.

Fill the bed manually, or, automatically when you print your part.

An example build is illustrated below. Since we will be printing two Bourke Engines
(with a fixture), the removable build plate will come in very handy when removing the
parts after the build is complete. After all, as you can see below, the fixture is great for
supporting the parts during the build, but its construction is on the weak side, and may
not stand up to the combined weight of the parts and powder if we were to try to hold
the fixture and lift everything all at once for transport.

Once printing is complete, gross depowder accordingly.

Completely raise the build platform.

As you can see below, the smaller size of the removable plate allows more room for the
fingers to manipulate the build.

Sufficiently supporting our large, heavy build, we can easily transfer the model to an
awaiting tray.

If desired, you can leave the removable plate under the model on the tray, but we do
recommend that you remove the plate (by carefully sliding the model off) so that it is
available for another build, if required.

You are now ready to transfer your model to the PPU for fine depowdering and then to a
convection oven (if required) for further drying, prior to infiltration.
With proper care (including avoiding moisture), this removable build plate can be used
over and over again. Should your plate become damaged or age over time, you will
have five additional plates awaiting as backup.

